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THE (NOTIONALLY) BRIDGEABLE CHASM BETWEEN
ANTITRUST AND TRADE POLICY
ALAN WM. WOLFF*

My purpose today is to address three topics - why the day-today conduct of trade policy and the conduct of antitrust policy are
at best largely irrelevant to each other and at worst do each other
harm; why the argument for substituting antitrust for antidumping
remedies has no validity; and how antitrust and trade tools might
work together rather than in opposition to each other.

I.

THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

Our two great disciplines - trade and antitrust - give far too
little credit to the vast contributions each make to the other. Without a liberal system of international trade, it is hardly likely that
competition within domestic markets would yield a fraction of the
benefits consumers enjoy today. At the same time, without functioning domestic markets - primarily in the United States, Europe
and the larger members of the British Commonwealth - the lifting
of trade barriers, historically conceived largely in terms of barriers
at the border, would yield little in the way of positive commercial
results. Those of us engaged in either the field of antitrust or trade
are in fact deeply beholden to each other. However, to this we give
little thought or weight. In fact the opposite is the case. The feel* Partner, Dewey Ballantine, LLP. Much of this paper is drawn from personal
experience. I have been actively engaged in many of the trade matters discussed. In
government, this was as U.S. Deputy Trade Representative, and before that as General
Counsel of that agency, after serving in the U.S. Treasury's General Counsel's Office on
international matters. In private practice, I have represented semiconductors, soda ash,
lumber, photographic film and steel interests, among others. This has given me an
invaluable opportunity to examine with my colleagues foreign anticompetitive practices
in key foreign industries in depth. I have drawn on the generous assistance and memories of my partners at Dewey Ballantine LLP, Tom Howell and John Magnus. Any defects in this piece are, however, my own responsibility. The views expressed here are
personal, and not necessarily those of the firm or any of its clients. This paper and
others written by members of the firm's trade practice are available on our website at
www.dbtrade.com.
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ings running between the two fields, to the extent there are any,
hover somewhere between disappointment and reproach.
It is therefore interesting that one of the organizers of this program, Doug Rosenthal, speaks of a goal of rapprochement between
the two fields - a term which I first questioned as being inappositeand on reflection thought him astute to ask the question, but wondered if achieving this goal were possible.
As a trade policy person and practitioner, I bring to this discussion a far deeper understanding of the deep causes of dismay
among my colleagues toward antitrust (competition policy) than of
what I take to be a simple misunderstanding that antitrust policy
officials, academics and practitioners have about trade policy. No
doubt it was to express this point of view that I was invited to participate today.
My focus will not be the universe - of the existence generally
of freely open markets among and wvithin many domestic economies - but to take a closer look at the microeconomic level - the

hard factual world in which we actually live. Trade policy is not
supposed to be concerned with macroeconomic flows and balances,
but with whether a particular product or service can originate in
one place and be successfully marketed in another.1
In this microeconomic world of trade, there are actually some
documented cases in which "antitrust policy" (a term used throughout this paper interchangeably with "competition policy") has rendered distinct assistance.
The two cases that are most often cited by antitrust officials
where their active cooperation resulted in positive contributions to
trade are:
* EU cooperation in opening the European airline reservation system; and
* Pilkington glass, in which a national market division
through patent misuse was stopped.

1. The fact that this goal is achieved often on a wholesale basis, through WTO
GATT and GATS schedules, free trade agreements and the like, does not change the
basic nature of what trade negotiations are all about. Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v.
Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574 (1986).
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Trade negotiators, were they pressed to think of areas in which
competition policy was of direct relevance to market access, could
cite as examples:
" beginning the process of opening up ofJapanese market for telecommunications value-added services
through the breakup of NTr;
* more distantly, and less well known, contributing to
the opening of the Japanese market to imported soda
ash through the breaking up of a domestic combine of
producers that controlled the only economically useful terminal for unloading ships for this bulk chemical; and
* again in soda ash, when the Japanese production oligopoly threatened the Japanese importer of the American product, the intervention of the Japan Fair Trade
Commission, one positive result of a trade and anti-

trust effort that extended over more than a decade.
Near as one can tell, that is the bulk of the more or less high
profile good news in the annals of antitrust/competition policy and
authorities being of assistance to international trade liberalization
efforts. If there are other good stories, they are largely untold and
unknown. 2 The rest is mostly a pretty sorry record (from a trade
person's point of view).
In justifying Lend-Lease, President Franklin Roosevelt said that
if a neighbor's house were on fire, you would never hesitate to lend
him a garden hose. As a practical matter, there have been a lot of
house fires in the trade area over the last three decades or so, and
antitrust folk have mostly locked their garden hoses (antitrust instruments) away in their tool sheds. They often said that the hose
was inappropriate in any case, so why try to use it, and having tried
to stop a fire in the brush in back of my house, the antitrust folk
may be right. But their not even trying to be of help is more than a
little disappointing.
The landmark disaster was the Zenith-Matsushita case, concerning cartel activities of Japanese television producers. The antitrust
2. To be entirely fair, the JFTC put in some useful efforts in dealing with a number of the problems cited by the U.S. Government in the Japanese Photographic Film
case, but this was never a cooperative effort. These efforts are listed later in this paper.
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bar thinks generally well of Zenith for demonstrating the propriety
of judicial restraint when dealing with complex foreign fact patterns that do not rise to the level of demonstrable predatory intent
and resultant impact on U.S. competition. From a trade point of
view, the Zenith case represents a monumental diversion of effort
away from gaining an effective solution to the problem at hand and
a grand display of the impotence of antitrust to solve trade
problems.
The Supreme Court looked for sufficient evidence of a Japanese conspiracy to engage in predatory pricing for the purpose of
monopolizing the American market. The Court in the end could
not believe that Japanese producers could possibly behave as they
did in fact behave. Theory obliterated a landscape of fact.
Of course, the Japanese did conspire to close their own market, and they did use the profits to undercut their American competitors. And the American industry was destroyed. The clean-up
for the American color television industry, such as it was, was left to
trade cases - antidumping and then a safeguard measure (quotas
negotiated under my responsibility as U.S. Deputy Trade Representative). However, these cases were brought too late to save the
American industry.
Here was the first post-war high profile case against a well-documented cartel that built up large home market profits, allocated
customers, and then caused vast damage to U.S. producers. For
Zenith, the antitrust route proved to be a stroll into the desert without a canteen. For the Justice Department and the antitrust bar, it
marked in an appropriate way the boundary of permissible official
and professional interest and a sensible test of the amount of evidence that would be required to get to a jury.
The obstacles to using U.S. antitrust law to obtain foreign market access or to defend the U.S. market against market-distorting
behavior by foreign suppliers have proved to be insuperable. These
include problems of collecting evidence, obtaining personal jurisdiction over key actors, the requirement of clear documentary evidence rather than inference from behavior, and - in Zenith-type
cases - the requirement of predatory intent and the U.S. antitrust
bureaucracy's inability to imagine that a strategic scheme with predatory effects might ever work.
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When industries with trade problems look for assistance, they
do not go to the Justice Department. One reason is to be found in
the mission of the Justice Department. A potentially positive development was thatJim Rill during his tenure at the Antitrust Division
saw to the repeal of footnote 159 of the Department of Justice/
Federal Trade Commission Guidelines for International Operations of
the Department. This action was designed to remove a policy against
the prosecution of antitrust cases that addressed foreign market access. However, the Rill action did not change Justice's indifference
to trade issues (from a U.S. industry point of view). If you visited
Anne Bingaman's office during her tenure as head of the Antitrust
Division, you could not miss the huge banner over her desk proclaiming in very large letters its 50 years of protecting the American
consumer. There was no footnote on the banner about assisting
American producers battered by foreign anticompetitive practices.
As a trade law practitioner, I would cite from my own experience four significant examples of the complete absence of any intersection of antitrust and trade law and policy: 3 (1) Japanese
producer behavior in semiconductors; (2) the multilateral steel
agreement; (3) theJapanese domestic steel cartel and international
steel cartels; and (4) anticompetitive practices which implemented
the closure of the Japanese market for photographic film. As each
of these subjects merits a treatise, and has already received a good
deal of ink, I will just make a few salient points. In each case, while
3. I am excluding from the scope of this paper any examination of section 337 of
the Tariff Act of 1930. Here antitrust questions are addressed in practice in the course
of intellectual property protection litigation before the International Trade Commission. The pure (non-IP) competition aspects of this trade remedy have rarely been
invoked, and never successfully, within living memory (to my knowledge). Tariff Act of
1930 §337, 19 U.S.C. §1337 (2000); 19 U.S.C. 1337 (West 1999).
There is a way in which the justice Department has been of assistance in the trade
arena which it is beyond the scope of this paper to address. This is the review of and
approval of the legal basis for trade-restrictive actions once the policy decision has been
made by the White House of another agency to impose trade measures. The first experience that I had of this was when "Bill" Rehnquist visited us at Treasury to approve the
President's 1971 import surcharge proclamation. On another occasion "Tony" Scalia
visited for, I believe, a similar purpose. The Department has since given its legal (including antitrust law) blessing to the U.S.-Japan Semiconductor Agreement (particularly the "fair market value" antidumping system), the softwood lumber agreement with
Canada, and, I presume, the Japanese automobile VRA, and, I assume, the Reagan steel
VRA program.
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there was no intersection of the two disciplines, there was interaction and some interference, sometimes in a positive way, many
times as a negative.
Semiconductors - Large, vertically integrated Japanese producers (who made both semiconductors and
the electronics products for which semiconductors are
the key input) colluded actively to allocate customers
in the Japanese market. Foreign market share never
varied much from about 10% - foreign producers
were relegated to the role of being strictly residual
suppliers. There was documentary evidence that at
least one Japanese producer pledged to undercut
American producer prices by 10% no matter what the
price, and still guarantee a 25% profit to American
distributors of their chips. The Justice Department
found all this interesting but not an antitrust matter.
After a yearlong investigation, USTR, with interagency
approval, roundly condemned the Japanese government for market closure. The role of the Justice Department in the final stages was to soften the language
of the section 301 finding to make sure that there
would be no implication that the Justice Department
might prosecute private anticompetitive behavior in
Japan.
The role of the Federal Trade Commission was
notably worse. An FTC economist testified against the
domestic semiconductor industry in the injury phase
of the companion EPROM antidumping case. The
FTC presented an economic study to the ITC that the
Japanese market was highly competitive in 1985-86, at
a time when the Japanese producers were jointly reducing production in order to increase prices. This
antitrust contribution was entirely wrong-headed, and
fortunately was not relied on by the International
Trade Commission.
In Japan, it was the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry, after U.S. retaliation, which
forced Japanese companies to open procurement to
foreign competition. The Japan Fair Trade Commission was, as far as we know, entirely inert.
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Access to the Japanese market and countering the
dumping of semiconductors in the U.S. and in foreign
markets were dealt with by the trade laws, not by antitrust measures.
* The stillborn Multilateral Steel Agreement - One of
the objectives of the U.S. industry in the Uruguay
Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations was the negotiation of a "comprehensive, effective and enforceable" Multilateral Steel Agreement (MSA). This, the
American negotiators sought to accomplish. However,
Japan said it would not even discuss a document that
"prohibited private anticompetitive behavior". As cartels, especially Japan's domestic steel cartel, were one
of the largest causes of distortion of the world market
for steel, this lacuna would have swallowed the utility
of the agreement. The shock felt by the American industry was not the opposition from Japan to committing itself change its industrial structure, intransigence
that was to be expected, but the internal veto exercised by the U.S. Justice Department on inclusion of
the prohibition on anticompetitive practices.
How could a competition agency actually take this
position? - Resistance to other agencies encroaching
on its turf? Too unworthy an objective to justify an
action of this kind. Lack of belief that the U.S. could
live up to the commitment? Strange reasoning. After
all, the American government puts people in jail who
attempt to monopolize this market. Interference in
prosecutorial discretion? Rather an abstract objection. It strains credulity that the Department would
stand by and let domestic American competitors collude to exclude imports through private action.
There is no satisfactory explanation for the Justice Department's position.
* Closure of the Japanese film market - A vast body of
good solid evidence of Japanese government and private behavior was put on the public record. It proved
to the U.S. government without the slightest doubt
that there was closure of the Japanese market. The
Justice Department at its highest levels offered to approach the Japan Fair Trade Commission on the subject if the film problem was not made a "trade" issue.
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Since the JFTC at the time administered laws that prevented price competition and promotions, and cautioned Japanese retailers against such pro-competitive
activities (which of course would have been necessary
for a foreign brand to enter the Japanese market successfully), havingJustice consult with its younger sister
agency did not seem to be an avenue worth pursuing.
Separating Japanese government market intervention
from private anticompetitive behavior, when they are
highly intertwined, actually proved a problem for both
the worlds of competition policy and trade policy.
However, again, the USTR issued, after a yearlong investigation, with interagency clearance (with the Justice Department again watering down the findings to
avoid any implication that it might act), a condemnation of Japan for its market closure.
While the U.S. antitrust authorities were not helpful in trying to resolve the Japan photographic film
market access problem, the JFTC, while claiming no
credit, and otherJapanese agencies actually did take a
number of actions that could allow greater competi4
tion in the Japanese market.
4. The complex system of legal restrictions on promotions, advertising and discount sales underJapan's Premiums Law and Antimonopoly Law has been substantially
curtailed. The Large Scale Retail Store Law (daitenho) has been abolished. Rules
preventing foreign manufacturers from developing relationships with Japanese wholesalers were abolished. The designation of photographic materials under the Business
Reform Law, which could have led to an imposition of new restrictions on distribution,
was eliminated. All activities of the Photographic Fair Trade Promotion Council have
been suspended. The Government of Japan has announced that it will publish Premiums Law decisions more frequently and in greater number. The Japan Fair Trade
Commission (JFTC) advised the dominant Japanese film company to cease pressuring
wholesalers with respect to retailers' discounting. The JFTC warned "influential firms"
against the tying of purchases of photographic paper and sales of mini-lab equipment,
or to charge excessively low, below-cost prices on this equipment. TheJFTC warned the
Retailers Federation against interfering with new types of business activities. The JFTC
warned a regional retailers group to cease fixing photographic processing prices. The
JFTC warned against exclusive sales relationships with tourist sites. The JFTC warned
against bid rigging in sales of photographic film to prefectural and local government
organizations. The JFIC warned that Japanese film manufacturers must cease sharing
disaggregated data on production, sales, and inventory levels.
In any of these areas, there can be backsliding. There is no formal bilateral agreement between the United States Government and the Japanese Government. There was
no resolution explicitly mandated by WTO dispute settlement. But there have been
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Steel cartels - Mark Tilton has written about the closure of the Japanese market due to the operation of
the domestic Japanese steel cartel. He includes in his
materials a wonderful chart showing that the relative
share of production of the majorJapanese steelmakers
has not changed one iota year in and year out over the
span of a quarter-century. The fact that world steel
trade outside the United States is mainly controlled by
international cartel activity is well documented. Frederic Jenny, Vice President of the French Competition
Authority and Chairman of the WTO Working Group
on Trade and Competition Policy, acknowledged the
existence of the Eurofer restraint agreements with
Asian mills in a March 29, 2001, speech:
[Diumping is very often used, either as a mechanism to eliminate some competitors, as I have just
mentioned, or as a retaliatory mechanism when
some of the cartel members do not behave according to the rules of the cartels. And we have many
examples of this. The most famous one, because it's
a current one, is the East of Burma Agreement in
steel, which divides the world between the European mills and the Asian mills along the line, which
is East of Burma. Each side cannot export more
than four hundred thousand (400,000) tons to the
other side. If any violators are found out then the
manufacturers of the other side have the right, according to the cartel rule, to dump steel in their
country up to twice the amount that the violator has
exported above and beyond his quota. At the same
time, of course, the increase of prices [is agreed]
5
twice a year in meetings of those steel mills.
significant potentially positive changes in Japan that may increase the possibilities for
foreign companies to sell in Japan in this sector. (This footnote is taken in its entirety
from the Epilogue to Alan Wm.Wolff, Unanswered Questions: The Place of Trade and
Competition Policy In the "Seattle Round," address at OECD Conference on Trade and
Competition (June 30, 1999), available at http//www.dbtrade.com/publications.oecd.
htm. See infra.)
5. Frederic Jenny, The Impact of Globalization on Competition: A WTO Perspective, Address at The Competition Comission of South Africa (Mar. 9, 2001), availableat
www.compcom.co.za/WhatsNew/Speechjenny.asp. This was not the only occasion
on which Mr. Jenny acknowledged the existence of international steel cartels. In an-
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In May 2002, Patrick Messerlin, a leading European academic
expert on the steel industry, said that the EU need not fear an influx of steel imports after the U.S. imposition of safeguards measures, in part, because 'Japanese companies have established many
'good conduct' agreements with European companies. ' 6
The harm to the U.S. industry occurs primarily because a glut
of foreign excess capacity has been created by cartel-driven foreign
market closure. There is no known activity by the U.S. Department
of Justice to address this situation, and little or no movement currently observed in Brussels by DG-Competition, probably because
the anticompetitive practices that protect the EU market are in fact
clearly encouraged by EU Commission trade officials.
The Congress has not been silent during this series of cases in
which America's economic interests were harmed by foreign anticompetitive practices, often with foreign official sanction. Section
301 of the Trade Act of 1974 originally addressed solely acts of a
foreign government that burdened U.S. commerce. As it became
clear that the Executive Branch was unwilling to find that inaction
by a foreign government in the face of open and notorious private
conduct which prevented market access for imports (often in advancement of industrial policy objectives of that government), Congress specified that these forms of foreign government inaction
could be the subject of U.S. retaliation:
(B) Acts, policies, and practices that are unreasonable include... any combination of acts, policies or practices, which - (i) denies fair and equitable (IV) market opportunities, including the toleration by a foreign government of systematic
anti- competitive activities by enterprises or
among enterprises in the foreign country that
other 2001 presentation, Mr. Jenny stated: "There are more than twenty international
cartels currently under investigation by grand juries in the U.S. There are many more
cartels (such as the heavy electrical equipment cartel in the past or the steel cartel now)
which do not operate in the U.S. and for which the U.S. authorities do not have jurisdiction." Frederic Jenny, "Trade-Plus" Themes: Environment and Competition, Address at the International Policy Dialogue Convened by the Development Policy Forum
of the German Foundation for International Development ("DSE") (Apr. 24, 2001),
available at http://www.dse.de/ef/wto/jenny-e.htm.
6. Patrick A. Messerlin, Steel: European Unilateralism, LE MONDE, May 22, 2002.
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have the effect of restricting, on a basis that is
inconsistent with commercial considerations,
access of United States goods or services to a
foreign market; ....
Sec. 301(d) of the Trade Act of 1974, as
amended.
Until there is a U.S. Trade Representative who feels strongly
enough to override the inflexible opposition by the Department of
Justice to the U.S. government ever making a finding that a foreign
government is "tolerating" cartel activities, this will remain a dead
letter, giving the Congress the usual back-of-the-hand treatment it
7
has received in the trade arena for decades.
7. Again, it is possible to list possible reasons why the Department of Justice
would never accede to use of section 301 to condemn a cartel-abetting or -abiding foreign government, regardless of the harm being suffered by American commercial interests. It goes beyond just defense of turf, although this is always a credible explanation
for most government agencies' interactions. Some of the basis is a distinct disinterest in
the health of U.S. producers, as the Department is really a consumer-protection agency.
In addition, even when disposed to be of assistance (which theoretically may occur), the
Department is always waiting for perfect evidence to be presented on a platter for it to
consider, although foreign evidence is hard to come by. This is in juxtaposition to U.S.
antitrust authorities' willingness to open an investigation of possible domestic anticompetitive activities based on a few press clippings. But the Department knows that it
cannot compel testimony abroad, and that it will not even engage in an inquiry abroad
without the full collaboration and permission of the suspect foreign competition authority. (This, even though it may be like relying on Saddam Hussein to direct the
activities of UN weapons inspection teams.)
Perhaps more fundamentally, the Department has a large amount of faith that
other competition authorities really are not in the industrial policy business. These
sister agencies do consist, after all, of competition policy officials who gather regularly
with them in Paris at the OECD, in bilateral meetings and at dinners, and with whom
there is a feeling of good fellowship. (Trade negotiators forget at their peril, however
much wine has been consumed, that their foreign colleagues will always pursue their
own countries' national commercial interest:, which are not always compatible with
America's. Antitrust officials do not, unless in a merger jurisdiction fight, suspect that
they and their foreign colleagues may be working at cross purposes.)
And if these foreign officials are closing their eyes to industrial promotion by their
governments with the aid of private restraints of trade, antitrust officials believe that
perhaps they will grow out of it. After all, hitting foreign governments' competition
authorities over the head with a two-by-four (trade measures) is not the best way of
improving foreign antitrust enforcement. Antitrust Division officials would rather work
with those they consider to be their foreign opposite numbers, sign cooperation agreements with them, and seek to improve the situation over time. Unfortunately, time is
what industrial policy needs to do its damage.
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That the U.S. government is inert solving competition
problems that affect trade does not constitute, outside of the FTC
testimony cited above, trying to actually do harm to American producers. There are instances, abroad, however, in which competition policy is abused for this purpose. No description of the
problems arising in the relationship of trade and antitrust would be
complete without at least reference to a new problem, the substitution of competition-limiting activities of antitrust authorities in lieu
of the use of antidumping measures against imports. Both South
Africa and India have discovered that using competition laws to order highly competitive foreign suppliers to maintain their prices is
very effective in limiting foreign firms' ability to increase sales in
these markets. This tool has been used twice to my knowledge, in
both instances against sales of American soda ash, but there are
undoubtedly other examples to be found were someone disposed
to research the point.
-When academics argue for the substitution of antitrust for antidumping, however, they do not have these cases in mind. They
are obviously not trying to find new tools to impose import protection. They are simply trying to find an argument why the antidumping laws, primarily in United States, but also in other major
importing countries, should be repealed, to foster their ideals of
free trade. The following section of this paper addresses this issue.
II.

THE TROJAN HORSE OF SUBSTITUTING ANTITRUST
FOR ANTIDUMPING

Adhering to equine metaphors, this is a thoroughly dead
hobby horse ridden by a few academics who, by advancing this notion, have won wide applause from their colleagues in the economic profession, from producers which depend on dumping to
sell their products, and from the foreign governments who welcome the maintenance of domestic employment through this
WTO-condemned activity. It is an idea that has never had a shred
of validity.
The U.S. Government comprehensively addressed this issue in
July 1997, in a paper that received a thorough interagency vetting
and was then submitted to the WTO Working Group on the Inter-
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action between Trade and Competition Policy.8 It is difficult to
conceive how one could state much more plainly or eloquently that
antidumping performs an essential function that would not be performed if those who would marry antitrust and antidumping got
their way.
The basic points in this paper, which I have submitted for inclusion in the course materials for this conference, are as follows.
First, antidumping and antitrust have separate and equally
valid objectives:
[T] he antidumping rules and competition laws have different objectives and are founded on different principles,
and they seek to remedy different problems. If the antidumping rules were eliminated in favor of competition
laws or modified to be consistent with competition policy
principles, the problems which the antidumping rules
seek to remedy would go unaddressed.
Second, having an answer to the distinct set of problems which
only antidumping law, not antitrust law, can reach is a good thing.
In fact, it is essential:
Contrary to the assumptions of some economists, the antidumping rules are not intended as a remedy for the
predatory pricing practices of firms or as a remedy for any
other private anticompetitive practices typically condemned by competition laws. Rather, the antidumping
rules are a remedial mechanism which WTO Members
have agreed is necessary to the maintenance of the multilateral trading system. Without this and other trade remedies, there could have been no agreement on broader
GATT and later WTO packages of market-opening agreements, especially given the imperfections which remain in
the multilateral trading system.
Third, the actual rationale for antidumping laws is one that antitrust practitioners should feel good about:
Although some injurious dumping may be due to business advantages and market segmentation which have
8. Submission of the United States. VWIO Working Group on the Interaction of
Trade and Competition Policy, Meeting of July 27-28, 1997.
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arisen naturally, more typically it is a government's industrial policies or key aspects of the national economic system which a government has created, promoted or
permitted that enables injurious dumping to take place.
... The antidumping rules are a practical, albeit indirect,
response to these trade-distorting policies. The antidumping rules respond through the imposition of duties when confronted with one harmful result of these
policies, namely, injurious dumping in export markets by
the producers that benefit from these policies. From this
perspective, the antidumping rules represent an effort to
maintain a "level playing field" among producers in different countries. Antidumping duties are designed to offset, quantitatively, the artificial advantages realized by the
exporting country's producers so that producers in the
importing country may compete, at least in the importing
country's market, on an equal footing with the exporting
country's producers.

.

.

. The antidumping rules also

help to neutralize inequities that may arise from differences in national economic systems, even as international
trade liberalizes.
Fourth, competition law cannot do the essential work which
antidumping does:
Competition laws, in contrast, do not address the underlying problems to which the antidumping rules are directed, and it is for this reason that competition laws are
not an appropriate substitute for the antidumping rules.
Competition laws remedy private pricing practices which,
in themselves, are objectionable because they are anticompetitive in an antitrust sense. While it is true that
the antidumping rules also address ce'rtain private pricing
practices, it is not because these pricing practices - that
is, dumping practices - are necessarily anticompetitive in
an antitrust sense. The antidumping rules address dumping practices because they normally arise from a foreign
government's market-distortive industrial policies or differences in national economic systems. As a result, although dumping by foreign producers can, for example,
send false signals to the importing country's market that
distort investment patterns, dumping practices will not
normally qualify as "anticompetitive" when analyzed
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under the distinct rules of most national competition
laws.
Fifth, the bottom line:
[T] here is no reasonable foundation for replacing the antidumping rules with competition laws or modifying them
in a way that would make them reflect competition policy
principles.
The U.S. antidumping law from its inception has been aimed
at a broad range of commercial pricing practices, not limited in any
sense to some abstract notion of conduct which might be deemed
"predatory". The Congressional Budget Office in a 1994 paper defined predation as firms "pricing in hopes of using the monopoly
position that they obtain to raise prices above the level that would
prevail in a competitive market". Many have searched the historical
record to find examples of this behavior and have come up emptyhanded. To limit the antidumping law to behavior that cannot be
detected is simply a ruse for bringing about the effective repeal of
this remedy.9
If one examines the most prominent antidumping cases of the
last twenty years - semiconductors (DRAMs and EPROMs), steel,
and lumber, the issue in each case was not necessarily or primarily
predation.
In semiconductors, the joint development of more advanced
semiconductors by Japanese companies working together in MITI's
and NTT's laboratories would have been enough to cause the simultaneous market entry of the Japanese producers with a new
product generation, an action that would have been likely to be
injurious to their U.S. competitors. Japan's industrial policy overshot the market and created excess capacity. The involvement of
state-planning, usually has this impact. With a closed home market,
with the resultant vast profits, these Japanese companies were able
to drive seven out of nine American DRAM producers out of the
business (one, Mostek, disappeared as a company entirely). Market
9. This paragraph is drawn from a letter of May 20, 1994, from the author and
his law partner, Thomas R. Howell, to the then Director of the Congressional Budget
Office, outlining why the original antidumping law was not concerned with "predation"
but with price discrimination and other injurious pricing practices.
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power, sales below average cost of production, willingness to lose $4
billion in gaining market share in the United States, did not require
a conspiracy theory to determine cause. And the effect would have
been the same - the demise of most of the U.S. industry due to
Japanese dumping. No purpose would be served for searching to
find an intent to monopolize and destroy the U.S. producers. Mo10
tive is irrelevant.
The same can be said for steel (where government subsidies
and cartel behavior are primary causes of foreign excess capacity)
or in lumber (where below market provision of publicly owned timber creates a glut of uneconomic dimension lumber to be dumped
in the United States). If predation could be deemed to include the
inadvertent destruction of a domestic American industry by foreign
firms just selling their products at whatever price it took to do so,
and where foreign market distortions enabled this conduct to take
place, then predation would be easily found in these cases. It would
be synonymous with simply finding that sales below fair value had
caused or threatened to cause material injury. But that is not what
is meant by those who wish to add the concept of predation to the
antidumping law or to substitute antitrust for antidumping. Their
intent is to leave injurious foreign pricing unopposed.
Were this grand switch to be successful, importing predation
into the antidumping laws, it would undermine the predicate for
the Congress granting authority for trade liberalizing agreements.
It would undermine the basic bargain contained in the WTO!
GATT, which condemns dumping. The underlying political premise of our liberal international trading system is that markets will
10. Several participants in this program who are economists have stated that they
see no basis in "industrial organization" to explain the need for antidumping actions.
In my experience, the opposite is the true: major cases of dumping have their roots in
how industries are organized. The examples that I have given are not hypothetical,
they are what these major industries experienced. Dumping of semiconductors, lumber and steel, each arose from the manner in which the industry engaging in dumping
was structured. In each case, government policy helped bring about this organization
of the industry and the distortion of investment patterns that gave rise to dumping. In
each case, the policies of foreign governments resulted in overproduction and exporting at below average cost of production or below home market pricing. The finding of
dumping by the U.S. administering authorities was neither a fluke, nor unexpected.
The conduct complained of was that which is rightly condemned by the WAIO/GATT ",
and rightly made actionable under U.S. law.
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be open, but if unfair or otherwise injurious trade takes place, it will
be stopped.
But the idea of including a concept of predation in the antidumping statute is not a real problem. It is not going to happen.
III.

WORKING TOWARD SOME SOLUTIONS -

WHAT ANTITRUST AND

TRADE POLICY HAVE IN COMMON

Having for years been concerned with foreign market closure
due to private anticompetitive practices, I was somewhat surprised
that I have ended up in complete agreement with Joel Klein, when
he stated as Assistant Attorney General for the Antitrust Division,
that the WTO ought to stay completely out of negotiations on competition policy. My evolution of views has been the direct result of
the unfortunate direction that proposals and discussions have taken
in the WTO and their mismatch with the needs of the trading
system.11
My recommendations are the following:
A.

No internationalnegotiation without a sound empiricalfoundation

The body of literature on cartels that affect international trade
is large, but 99% of it was written in the early 20th Century. There
are a few authors today who are doing excellent work in the field Mark Tilton, Ulrike Schaede and Tom Howell, for example, but the
economics profession on most subjects seems largely to have aban12
doned the real world for the more comfortable world of theory.
WTO negotiations should be based on real problems of market clo11.
My comments on this subject can be found in three of my speeches presented
as papers prior to the launching the Doha Development Agenda (round of multilateral
trade negotiations in the WTO) in November 2001. These are available on Dewey Ballantine LLP Trade Practice's website, www.dbtrade.com. The first paper that I will cite
(at a conference at which Joel Klein also delivered the view cited in the text above) is
entitled: Unanswered Questions: The Place of Trade and Competition Policy In the "Seattle
Round", and was delivered at the OECD Conference on Trade and Competition, in
Paris, on June 30, 1999. Two earlier papers of mine, also available on the
www.dbtrade.com website address the same set of problems: Trade and Competition Policy,
the Economic Strategy Institute, December 15, 1997, Washington, D.C.; and WTO Dispute Settlement and the ParticularProblem of Trade and Competition Policy, Georgetown University School of Law, Conference on Dispute Resolution in the World Trade
Organization, June 24, 1998, Washington, D.C.
12. Prof. Chalmers Johnson, UC San Diego, attributes much of the damage to the
economics profession (and in turn the damage that it does to the formulation of public
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sure aided or caused in whole by private anticompetitive behavior.
Proposed solutions should be tailored to curing these problems
once they have been analyzed.
An artificial deadline exists, of the next WTO Ministerial in
about two years, to consider whether to begin negotiations on the
so-called Singapore issues, which include Trade and Competition Policy. This brief span of time should not be used as a reason for delaying the commissioning of factual studies by any competent
authorities, in the United States and abroad. The focus should be
on how private restraints of trade close markets and the role of governments in creating, fostering or tolerating these distortive determinants of trade flows.
B.

Do not negotiate a Competition Code in the VVTO

The net result of a negotiation at present of a WTO Trade and
Competition Code would be that its effect would more likely be
trade restricting than trade liberalizing. There are two fundamental reasons for this conclusion.
First, there is a high risk that a WTO Code would have the
unintended result of providing WTO cover (an internationally approved justification) for trade restricting actions. In the examples
cited above, India and South Africa (in soda ash), and Japan (in
photographic film), were a WTO Code in effect, would have been
likely to have defended their actions on the basis that a new Competition Code gave explicitjustification for antitrust action. In each
case, government policy, with the sanction of the new Code, could
provide cover for dampening competition in an internal market,
using competition policy to limit import penetration. How would
the WTO judge whether the domestic competition authority had
acted correctly? After all, domestic authorities would have to be
given wide latitude to apply their competition laws in any Code that
could conceivably be negotiated. The national laws on the books
might be exemplary, such as Japan's Antimonopoly Law, but the
administration might be weak or absent with respect to certain secpolicy) to the perverse incentive of the Nobel Prize for Economics, which he maintains
is usually granted for theoretical rather than empirical work.
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tors, and the retrying of complex factual cases in Geneva before
WTO panels would neither be desirable nor feasible. 3
A second problem is that the adoption of minimum standards
would be likely to encourage actions against large foreign competitors. Would not every sizeable multinational company be considered to have an unfair advantage in entering any market that had
smaller local competitors? What would "abuse of dominant position", the favored European Union standard, mean when local
companies complained to local competition authorities about import competition? Just think of the large amount of world trade
that is conducted by large companies. That trade would be at risk
in a world in which competition policy was going to be an additional new form of explicitly WTO-sanctioned trade regulation.
The WTO/GATT is nearly completing a grand task that it has taken
it a half-century of effort. In this it has a brilliant record of success
- eliminating first quotas and now tariffs. It would be ironic if it
now acted through a Competition Code to replace this openness
with a less transparent, less controllable means of government trade
intervention. The WTO should not be pressing countries ill
equipped by capacity or inclination to regulate foreign competition
through use of antitrust laws.
These are the very shoals on which the first efforts at creating a
world trade organization floundered. It should be remembered
that the International Trade Organization (ITO) that would have
been created by the Havana Charter, as a sister organization of the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, was stillborn because of U.S. opposition to the provisions on restrictive business
practices.
European Union representatives downplay the disadvantages
of bringing competition policy fully into the WTO set of rules, and
argue that it is exactly because of the possibility of abuses that it
makes sense to have a WTO code of conduct on the subject. This
13. The WrTO/GATT Secretariat, in the job it did on the complex facts in the
Japan PhotographicFilm and Paper case, demonstrated that this institution was incompetent to deal with fact-intensive cases. Others, such as Monty Graham at the Institute for
International Economics, had correctly pointed out that the WTO also lacked the legal
competence to address these matters. No sensible government would entrust the WATO
*dispute settlement process with making decisions as to what competition laws it was
required to have and how they should be administered.
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idea is at best premature, and at worst dangerous. Our concerns
are more than theoretical. We Americans cannot even agree at present with the other most active competition authority in the world that of the European Union Commission - on how to apply competition rules to mergers (e.g. Boeing-McDonnell Douglas, GEHoneywell). Moreover, appearances would suggest that the two
other most prominent competition authorities in the world are
guided at times by industrial policy concerns (e.g. the Van Miert
statements about steel, and the never-repaired loss by the JFTC to
MITI three decades ago when the JFTC attempted to prevent monopolization of steel production in Japan). If three of the most
established competition authorities in the world are at odds on basic questions of policy, why does it make sense to broaden the effort
to a negotiation of a Trade and Competition Code among 144 disparate WTO Members?
If there are not clearly shared purposes of competition policy
with these two major trading partners, what shared purposes exist
with developing countries? In talking with a developing country
competition policy administrator, I found that he spoke of many
objectives of his country's competition policy - fostering development, balance of nationality of ownership, geographic placement of
industry within the country, etc. This is hardly what the U.S. Department of Justice or Federal Trade Commission are about.
Where is the common ground for a WTO Competition Code with
countries in which Anne Bingaman's banner of protecting the consumer either has never been flown, or is taken down from time to
time when it proves to be inconvenient?
C.

What the WTO should do about private restraints of trade

The objections just stated to putting into place a WTO Competition Code should not be taken to mean that the trading world
does not have problems that require assistance from the world of
antitrust. Trade concessions can be of either no or limited value if
anticompetitive activities within a foreign market limit access for
the sale of imports. But what can be done, given the concerns
stated above? I would suggest two solutions, both far less ambitious
and far less dangerous than the creation of a WTO Competition
Code: (1) In specific sectors, rules can be negotiated where domes-
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tic monopolies are a known problem (e.g. telecom services). (2)
More generally, each new trade concession granted, to be given
credit in a negotiation, would have to be accompanied by a government commitment that if it were impaired for any reason, including
specifically, failure to prohibit anticompetitive activities, trade compensation would be owed.
To trade negotiators, as opposed to latter-day academics, the
GATT was not primarily viewed as an international brooding omnipresence in the sky - a world rule of law for trade, it was considered
first and foremost a concrete set of concessions exchanged and
carefully balanced. The rules negotiated were ancillary to achieving
and maintaining the balance of concessions. Where the balance is
lost, because a concession once granted later has its value impaired,
the GATT's notion was that the balance should be re-struck, preferably by the granting of additional concessions of a value equal to
those lost.
How could this formula be applied to a mixture of private anticompetitive activities and government support of these activities,
active or tacit? The WTO/GATT and GATS at present regulates
government measures not private behavior.' 4 But the WTO/GATT
does regulate government actions with respect to private behavior
(e.g. in the Antidumping Agreement). International obligations
can be extended to areas in which governments fail to act (e.g.
GATT Article X regarding transparency). Likewise, if local
merchants regularly hired thugs to burn down warehouses containing imported goods, and the domestic government regularly failed
to exercise its police powers to fulfill its market access obligations, it
should bear the responsibility as a WTO Member, to pay damages
to exporting countries. Market access would have been denied as
effectively as by a WTO-inconsistent tariff or discriminatory tax.
Similarly, if local merchants regularly hired thugs to threaten retail14. A marvelous exception is the provision on the conduct of state-invested enterprises (SIEs) contained in China's Protocol of Accession to the INTO. SIEs are to conduct their business on the basis of commercial considerations, with no government
guidance. This provision prohibits the kind of industry-government collusion that insulated most ofJapan's government-promoted industries, in both manufacturing and services, from international competition, as well conduct of the kind engaged in by the
European Union to create and maintain the EU Commission-private sector (Eurofer)
cooperative program of European steel import restraints.
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ers who carry foreign goods, or themselves threatened to withhold
product from distributors or retail outlet customers that carry foreign goods, that ought to be actionable as a WTO violation wherever market access has been committed to by the government of
the importing country.
There are some preconditions for putting even this WTO-relevant plan into effect. First, there must be a true judicial system in
place of the current, highly infirm dispute settlement system. 15
Without a standing judiciary, with an independent staff, and ability
to appoint masters where there are complex fact patterns to sort
out, the problem with the "explicit warranty" proposal that I have
made above is that nullification or impairment of a trade concession through toleration of anticompetitive practices would not be a
subject on which agreement could be reached nor would a solution
available through adjudication. In addition, there would have to be
agreement in principle as to what conduct constitutes impairment,
and that could be a more complicated task. What would be at issue
is not whether a country had competition/antitrust laws, nor
whether it had an administrative apparatus, but whether in fact
there was the real possibility to sell imported goods and services in
that market. Lines would have to be drawn. A poor country could
not be required to have a road system that did not exist when a
concession was granted, but in order to be a WTO member it would
have to have a market that could be relied upon to function. 16
What is sure is that the WTO ought to be about market access,
not about creating competition laws and monitoring their enforcement around the world. In this, it has no competence. Other international organizations or bilateral assistance programs can deal
with capacity building for the good and fair administration of domestic antitrust laws. Some academics and some competition policy
15. I have described elsewhere what some of the elements should be. Various
speeches and articles are cited at www.dbtrade.com.
16. The WTO and GATT before it have dealt with "nonmarket economies in with
special arrangement." In earlier cases, this involved setting increasing import targets.
But today, all IWTO members are assumed to have a functioning market even if there
are, as in the case of China, a large proportion of state run enterprises participating in
the economy. Provision is made for this. No provision is made for members, like Japan
in the 1970s, which did not have a functioning distribution system that allowed imports
to enter the market. This is neither the time nor the place to assess which economies
would pass this basic test now.
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officials would like a more elegant WTO solution. But a WTO
Code on Competition has too many risks, both for trade and for
domestic sovereignty, to be adopted. With that caveat, there is a
trade and competition policy issue that remains unaddressed, and
that is the one cited above - denial of market access through private restraints of trade. I have proposed one solution above - specific sectoral or trade concession-related commitments to deliver
market access.
Whatever approach is taken, in finding a solution we had better be sure that the cure to be applied is better than the disease. If
a new Code impaired existing tools for dealing with unfair trade
practices, or gave cover to new forms of import restricting behavior,
the WTO would lose its legitimacy as well as essential political support, especially in this country.

D. What the United States can and should do
(1)

(2)

(3)

Do its own empirical homework:
a) identify segments of large markets where there
are few or no imports;
b) identify sectors in which there are no or very
low exports from one major country to another,
or shipments to some but not other countries;
and
c) identify sectors in which persistent and dramatic price differentials exist between markets.
Adopt an effective trade law to deal with market closure brought about by private restraints of trade:
a) increase the fact-finding capability of the USTR
(or the Department of Commerce) under section 301;
b) create new remedies for anticompetitive private
behavior, triggered through section 301 investigations, such as obtaining injunctions and assessing fines.
Refrain from negotiating a WTO Code on Trade
and Competition, but:
a) Consider alternative approaches more appropriate to the role and competence of the WTO;
b) Consider including these in bilateral agreements, regional agreements, etc;
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Continue the legitimate efforts by the Justice
Department in making competition authorities
more effective and more oriented toward making domestic markets function in a manner that
does not restrict import competition.
IV.

CONCLUSION

The irony is that the problems are both real and substantial
and are relevant to both the trade policy and antitrust communities. For a number of reasons, neither is engaged in work that is
likely to yield positive results. It would not be very hard to change
this, however.

